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Abstract 

In this article we investigate the mechanisms of DNA ionization upon irradiation by 0.5 MeV alpha 

particles. We focus on the sugar-phosphate group and its hydration shell. In radiation chemistry, the 

term quasi-direct effect refers the physical and chemical responses taking place after irradiation of 

solvent molecules pertaining to the solvation shells of solutes. The molecular mechanisms accounting 

for the quasi-direct effect are actually largely elusive, especially for those prevailing in the early time 

scales (<10-12 s). We report Real-Time-Time-Dependent Auxiliary Density Functional Theory simulations 

carried out within the framework of hybrid QM/MM scheme (Quantum Mechanics/Molecular 

Mechanics) with polarizable and non-polarizable embedding. Ten water molecules from the solvation 

shell of DNA backbone are independently irradiated. We find that during the first femtoseconds after 

irradiation, the holes formed on the irradiated water remains at their sites of formation. Electrostatic 

induction within the environment doesn’t significantly impact charge migrations. We address the 

hypothesis that charge migration driven by electron correlation is responsible for an ultrafast H2O+-to-

DNA charge transfers, which would account for a quasi-direct effect. We find that pure charge 

migration at fixed nuclear positions is not responsible for the quasi-direct effect when considering 

sugar-phosphate solvation shells.  
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1. Introduction 

Chemical damages induced by ionizing radiations on biological molecules like DNA or proteins are 

customarily classified as stemming either from direct[1] or indirect effect[2]. The former refers to 

lesions triggered by direct energy deposition into the biomolecules upon interaction with ionizing 

radiation. The latter, on the other hand, refers to chemical alterations involving the products of water 

radiolysis, notably the OH• or the H• radicals, that damage, after diffusion, chemical functions on 

biomolecules. The respective importance of one effect over the other is still debated[3], but both 

undoubtedly contribute to cellular metabolism malfunctions. In fact, the relative importance of one 

effect over the other is likely to be dependent on the hydrometric content of cellular compartments[4].  

In bulk water H2O+ gives a proton to a solvent molecule in less than 100 fs, as suggested from the early  

work of Gauduel et al[5]. Recently, Loh et al. reported a value of 46 ± 10 fs from pump-probe 

measurements with a tunable femtosecond soft x-ray pulses from an X-ray free electron laser[6].  Such 

a time scale is in line with numerical simulations, for instance those reported by Loh et al.[6]  or by 

Marsalek et al.[7] 

Besides the direct and indirect effects, a so-called quasi-direct effect has also been put forward many 

years ago by Sevilla and co-workers to account for intriguing experimental results obtained upon -

irradiation of glassy DNA samples at low temperature and various hydration levels [8, 9]. The quasi-

direct effect refers to damages triggered by the primary irradiation of the solvation water molecule 

that react directly with DNA. For example, the H2O+ cation can oxidize DNA before transferring a proton 

to a surrounding molecule, as normally the case for bulk water.  

In the experiments reported by Sevilla and co-workers, the temperature was maintained at 77K to slow 

down proton transfer reactions and to detect the signature of radical species on longer time by 

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance. But cleary, at room temperature electron and proton transfer 

probably compete within the hydration shell of DNA. Over the last decade, Mostafavi and co-workers 

deployed an intensive research program relying on picosecond pulse radiolysis of highly concentrated 
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solutions (e.g., sulfuric, phosphoric, nitric acids solutions, to characterize the redox properties of 

H2O+[10–13]. More recently they obtained evidences of ultrafast hole transfer from H2O+ to 

nucleosides and nucleotides with the same technology [14, 15]. It was also showed by simulations that 

H2O+ can catalyze the hydroxylation of a nucleobase without proceeding through the formation of the 

HO• radical [16]. The quasi-direct effect is now incorporated in the database of physical and physical-

chemical events available Monte-Carlo track structure codes[17].  

The precise molecular mechanisms responsible for the quasi-direct effect are actually not completely 

clear. In particular the precise charge transfer mechanism from H2O+ to DNA remain elusive[15].  An 

electron transfer following the canonical Marcus Theory is a possibility, but other processes such as 

femtosecond charge migrations are also plausible and the objective of the present work is to assess 

this eventuality.   

The terminology “charge migration” refers to a very specific charge transfer mechanism put forward 

by Cederbaum and co-workers in the field of attosecond sciences[18, 19]. Contrary to the canonical 

electron transfer chemical reactions that are driven by nuclear motions (see for instance the Marcus 

theory[20]), charge migrations are propelled by electron correlations, by definition at (almost) fixed 

nuclear positions. This phenomenon arises when an electronic system is driven away from its 

equilibration situation, that is after a more or less strong perturbation. The characteristic time scales 

of charge migration range from a few tens of attoseconds to a few femtoseconds, supporting the idea 

that charge migrations are largely decoupled from, though interconnected with, nuclear motion. In the 

experiments developed in the group of Prof. Sevilla, the samples were brought for the needs of the 

experiment to a temperature of 77 K, at which nuclear motions are expected to be largely frozen, 

hence suggesting a charge migration mechanism might be at play.  

Another result supporting this idea comes from a recent experimental/computational study of the 

radiolysis of sulfuric acid solutions[21]. We showed from computer simulations that ultrafast charge 

transfer between H2O+ and sulfuric acid was feasible in the sub-picosecond time domain by charge 
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migration, while nuclear-motion-driven electron transfer was not competitive on this time-scale. This 

mechanistic proposal offered a plausible explanation of the ps pulse radiolysis results. 

Here, we rely on electron dynamics simulations carried out in the framework of Real-Time Time-

Dependent Auxiliary Density Functional Theory[22, 23] (RT-TD-ADFT) coupled to molecular mechanics 

to investigate DNA irradiation by alpha particle and subsequent charge migrations within the hydrated 

sugar-phosphate moieties. We compare two QM/MM implementations, relying either on the AMBER 

ff99[24] force field or on the polarizable ff02[25] force field that includes electrostatic induction trough 

the charge point dipole model. We first describe the methodology before investigating irradiation of 

the solvation water molecules and the phosphate groups.  

 

2. Methodology  

All simulations have been carried out with a developer version of deMon2k [26] (version 4.4.5), which 

is readily available on request to the author. Our approach implements a hybrid QM/MM methodology 

coupling Real-Time Time-Dependent Auxiliary Density Functional Theory (RT-TD-ADFT) to Molecular 

Mechanics[27, 28]. The QM engine relies on Auxiliary DFT that complies to the Kohn-Sham framework 

but makes use of variationally fitted electron densities (i.e. auxiliary electron densities) to evaluate 

classical electron repulsion terms and exchange-correlation (XC) matrix elements[29].  

The initial structure was taken from Ref.[30]. The simulated system consists of a DNA oligomer, the 

sequence of which is AAAGAAA/TTTCTTT, solvated in a 60 Å diameter water droplet and 12 Na+ cations 

to ensure electrical neutrality. The system has been equilibrated by classical molecular dynamics 

simulations and then optimized at the MM level with the Amber package[31, 32]. We then moved to 

QM/MM simulation with deMon2k. To this end the full system was pruned to fit within a sphere 

keeping all molecules situated within 30 Å from the center-of-mass of the QM region. For the present 

study we have selected as QM region the sugar-phosphate moieties of a thymine base and the closest 

26 water molecules (Figure 1), for a total of 96 atoms and 346 electrons. The charge of the QM region 
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was set to -1. The rest of the system is described at the MM level (9,607 atoms) and contains 8 Na+ 

cations that lie outside of the QM region.  

RT-TD-ADFT simulations are launched from the stationary solution of the time-independent Kohn-

Sham equations obtained by the Self-Consistent-Field (SCF) procedure with tight convergence criteria 

(10-10 Ha and 10-7 Ha for the MinMax SCF energy[33] and for the auxiliary density fitting energy 

convergence threshold respectively). We have used the PBE exchange correlation (XC) functional[34] 

with the combination of AUG-CC-pVDZ[35] and GEN-A2* atomic orbital and auxiliary basis sets to 

expand the Kohn-Sham Molecular Orbitals (MO) and the auxiliary electronic densities respectively. The 

XC contributions have been calculated by numerical integration over Lebedev grids, adapted to provide 

an accuracy of 10-7 Ha on the diagonal elements of the XC matrix[36]. The electronic equation-of-

motions have been solved with the second order Magnus propagator[37] coupled to a predictor-

corrector scheme[38], with a time step of 0.001 fs. The exponential of the Kohn-Sham matrix has been 

evaluated with a Taylor expansion truncated at the 45th order evaluated with the Scalapack library [39]. 

The chosen simulation parameters ensure energy conservation up to 10-9 Ha during RT-TD-ADFT 

simulations. The Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian has been supplemented with a Complex Absorbing Potential 

(𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑃) defined over the real space. 𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑃 is defined from a superposition of atom-centered CAP 

functions: 𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑃(𝑅) = min
𝑎

𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑃
𝑎 (𝑅), with: 

𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑃
𝑎 (𝑅) = {

0                                             

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 sin2 (
𝜋

2𝑊
(𝑅 − 𝑅°))

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥                                      

 
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑅 < 𝑅°

𝑓𝑜𝑟    𝑅° + 𝑊 < 𝑅 < 𝑅°
𝑅 > 𝑅° + 𝑊

 

where 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥  is the maximum value of the absorbing potential, 𝑊 is the width of increase of the atomic 

CAP and 𝑅° is the distance threshold at which starts the atomic CAP.  𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑅° and 𝑊 were set to 10 

Ha, 7 Å and 15 Å respectively. The matrix elements of the 𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑃 have been evaluated by numerical 

integration over Lebedev grids encompassing 99 radial shells and 590 angular points per shells and the 

partitioning scheme introduced by Becke[40].  
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We use an in-house implementation of additive QM/MM, the description of which can be found in [27, 

41]. Three link atoms have been introduced to saturate the valence of the atoms lying at the QM/MM 

frontier. We have used both a polarizable and a non-polarizable version of the AMBER force field[25]. 

Polarizable simulations (QM/MMpol) are afforded by the point-charge dipole model of electrostatic 

induction. Namely, an induced dipole is calculated on each MM atom as the product of its 

polarizability, that we assume to be isotropic, and the electric field at the atom site. The electric field 

encompasses the electric field generated by other MM atoms (permanent charges and induced 

dipoles) and by the QM region. For computational efficiency, the latter is evaluated from the auxiliary 

electron density. We previously showed that with the use of the GEN-A2* auxiliary basis set, this 

approximation yields accurate results[28]. In QM/MMpol simulations, the MM environment is 

polarized on-the-fly by the non-stationary electron density on the QM region, while the electron cloud 

feels the back reaction of the environment via the potential created by the MM induced dipoles which 

is incorporated into the electronic Kohn Sham potential. We make the reasonable approximation that 

the MM induced dipoles have time to fully relax between two RT-TD-ADFT propagation steps. An 

iterative solver is used to determine induced dipoles. The iterations are pursued until the Root-Mean-

Square of induced dipoles lies below 10-10 D. To avoid over-polarization troubles, the electric fields 

generated by the MM dipoles are damped with the Thole formulas [42, 43]. Also, the polarizabilities 

of MM atoms directly connected to the MM atom of the QM/MM border have been set to zero.  
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Figure 1: Left, QM/MM simulation set-up highlighting the QM region with ball-and-stick representation (color code: O in 
red, C in cyan, H in white and P in gold). Water molecules and Na+ counter-ions described at the MM level are not shown 
for clarity. Right, zoom on the QM region  

 

The projectile, a He2+ nucleus, was positioned 30 Å away from the center of mass of the QM region at 

the beginning of the RT-TD-ADFT simulations, defining by convention time zero. The projectile was 

assigned a propagation line and a kinetic energy (0.5 MeV), that have been maintained throughout the 

simulation. We thus consider in this work inelastic collisions between charged particles and matter. 

Note anyway, that for such high kinetic energies of the projectile, the inelastic channel is dominant 

over elastic ones. We have separately targeted ten water molecules located in the close environment 

of the phosphate oxygen atoms, defining a propagation line going through the center of mass of the 

targeted water molecule. 

During RT-TD-ADFT simulations, partial atomic charges have been calculated every 10 as according to 

the Hirshfeld population scheme [44, 45]. To reduce the computational cost of repetitive charge 

analyses, this was achieved by numerically integrating the auxiliary electron density instead of the 

Kohn-Sham one. Our tests showed this substitution is safe when using the flexible GEN-A2* auxiliary 

basis set[45].  
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All the data produced by deMon2k have been analyzed with the R package for statistical 

computing[46]. The reader can find these data in supplementary material as well as all the scripts 

written to produce the graphs and the tables of this article.  

 

3. Results 

We have run and analyzed two campaigns of RT-TD-ADFT simulations, in which the He2+ ion is targeting 

either the phosphate group or its solvation shell. We start the description of our results with the latter. 

3.1. Solvation shell irradiation 

Ten collision conditions have been considered, each one targeting one water molecule, but not the 

sugar-phosphate group. Figure 2 depicts the energy profiles during the collisional process and few 

femtoseconds after it. Graphs on the left-hand-side and right-hand-side have been obtained with non-

polarizable and polarizable embedding of the QM region, respectively. For these graphs, we have 

considered all energy contributions except the interaction energy between the projectile and the 

molecular system. We have subtracted the ground state energy so that all curves start at zero. Energy 

deposition is a very fast process that takes place when the projectile enters the electrons cloud of the 

QM region. This is seen from the very sharp variations of the energy around 580 as. Note that with our 

QM/MM methodology, no energy is deposited into the MM region as by definition we don’t describe 

the electronic structure explicitly in this region. The amount of energy deposited into the molecular 

system is huge and reaches almost 350 eV in average. Such very high electronic excitations are 

hallmarks of radiation chemistry processes. The inclusion of induction within the MM region and within 

the QM/MM interaction doesn’t dramatically modifies the picture. After collision, when the projectile 

is sufficiently far away from the molecular system, it doesn’t interact with the molecular system and 

the total energy is nearly constant. The energy is not strictly constant because of the presence of the 

absorbing potential. However, we note that only a very small fraction of electron density is effectively 

absorbed by the CAP that lies 7 Å away from the QM region (less than 0.01 e- are absorbed after 6 fs). 
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The electrostatic potential created by the MM atoms acts as a confining potential, preventing highly 

excited electrons to escape the QM region.  

 

  

Figure 2: Energy profile upon collision of the QM region with a He2+ projectile for QM/MM (left) and QM/MMpol (right) 
simulations. We take the ground state energy as reference. The ten curves corresponds to ionization of a different water 
molecule. The black curves are the averages. 

 

To investigate more in-depth energy deposition in RT-TD-ADFT/MMpol simulations we have plotted in 

Figure 3 the energy variations for the QM region, i.e. the sum of the electronic kinetic energy, of the 

classical Coulomb repulsion energy, of the XC energy and of the electron QM atom nuclei energy (Top), 

for the embedding energy by MM atoms punctual charges (Middle) and for the induction energy 

(Bottom). It is clear that the main contribution to overall energy deposition is, by far, the energy of the 

QM region. This result is in line with the local nature of electronic excitation. The embedding energy 

arising from to permanent point charges positioned on the MM atoms increases by a few electronvolts 

while the induction energy decreases by even a smaller amount.  
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Figure 3: QM/MM energy contributions for the ten trajectories. The black curves are the average over the ten trajectories.   

 

We now analyze the electronic dynamics taking place in the molecular system during and after collision 

with the alpha particle. To this end, we depict in Figure 4 the evolution of the fragment charges with 

respect to time for the water molecule stroke by the projectile (top), for the phosphate-sugar moieties 

(middle), and for the remaining water molecules (bottom). In each panel, the black curve is the average 
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over the ten trajectories. Collision occurs around 0.58 fs after the beginning of the simulation, as seen 

from the sharp variation of the molecular charges, in line with the energy variation described above. 

Depending on the simulation, the water molecule stroke by the projectile gains a charge comprised 

between 1 and 1.8. The curves then exhibit fast fluctuations on the attosecond timescale and a slower 

decay on the femtosecond timescale. The formers are signatures of charge migrations between the 

irradiated water and the surrounding molecules. The latter, on the other hand, indicates partial charge 

recombination. The electrons emitted upon ionization are scattered over the sugar-phosphate 

moieties and over the other water molecules, as deduced from the charges dropping below zero after 

ionization. In average, the charge on the sugar-phosphate moieties decreases from 0 to -0.5 e- before 

raising-up to -0.2 e- within 5 fs. On the other hand, the charge on the remaining water molecules 

remain in average constant over time. Each curve taken individually exhibits fast fluctuations on the 

sub-femtosecond time scale, that reflects fast charge migrations, but the slower femtosecond 

evolution suggests that charge recombination essentially takes place between the ionized water 

molecule and the sugar phosphate moieties. We show in Figure 5 the isosurface deformation density 

after collision for one of the trajectories. The orange isosurfaces show region of depletion of electronic 

density with respect to the ground state. Two water molecule below the phosphate group largely loose 

electron density already at 0.8 fs. We see that the deformation density doesn’t extend much beyond 

the molecules stroke at the begining. Contribution from the sugar-phosphate group of from other 

water molecules are modest even a few femtoseconds after irradiation.  

From a technical point of view, the inclusion of induction doesn’t change these conclusions. It is 

apparent comparing in Figure 4 the right-hand-side graphs to the left-hand-side ones, that induction 

only marginally modifies charge dynamics. On the time scale considered here, we do not see during 

these simulations a net electron transfer from the phosphate-sugar to the H2O+ that would sign a quasi-

direct effect (DNA + H2O+ → DNA+ + H2O) 
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Figure 4: Evolution of the fragment charges with respect to the ground state following irradiation of a solvation water 
molecule by a 0.5 He2+ ion. The simulations have been repeated targeting nine distinct was molecules by the projectile. The 
black curves are the average.  
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Figure 5: Isosurfaces (0.01 bohr-3) of the deformation density with respect to the ground state at 0.8, 2.85 and 4.8 fs after 
the beginning of the RT-TD-ADFT/MM simulations (collision takes place at 0.58 fs). Accumulation of density in blue and 
depletion of density in orange. Only the QM region is shown for clarity.  

 

3.2. Irradiation of the phosphate moieties. 

We now consider simulations in which the He2+ projectile targets the center-of-mass of the phosphate 

group (O3PCH2-). Figure 6 depicts charge variation of the water shell, of the deoxyribose and of the 

phosphate group during 12 fs with a collision time taking place around 0.6 fs. Three collision 

trajectories have been considered in which the projectile travels along the x, y or z axis (see Figure 1). 

Following the conclusions of the previous section we have only used a non-polarizable QM/MM 

approach here.  

As expected the collision triggers the formation of holes on the sugar-phosphate moieties with 

emission of electron within the water solvation shell. During the 11 fs following ionization we observe 

very fast charge fluctuations but also a rather steady and slow charge recombination.   
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Figure 6: charge variation with respect to the ground state of the water shell (left), of the sugar moieties (right, red) and 
of the phosphate group (O3PCH2-, right, green) upon irradiation of the QM region by a 0.5 MeV alpha particle. Simulations 
carried out within a non-polarizable QM/MM scheme.  

 

4. Conclusion 

We have been interested in this article in the ionization of the hydrated sugar-phosphate moieties of 

a double strand DNA oligomer triggered by collision with 0.5 MeV He2+ ions. Our work was motivated 

by recent experimental evidences on the redox properties of the H2O+ cation against 

nucleoside/tides[15].  As discussed in Introduction, accessing the reactive properties of this peculiar 

chemical entity is challenging[5, 6, 9, 13, 15], in particular when H2O+ is produced within the hydration 

shell of large biomolecules. We have reported electron dynamics simulations carried out in the 

framework of hybrid RT-TD-ADFT/MM schemes relying either on polarizable or on non-polarizable 

embedding schemes. Our methodology permits to simulate charge migrations in extended molecular 

biological systems in a realistic manner. 

We have focused on the very first stage of radiolysis, that is the production of hole and subsequent 

charge migrations. We have found that electron dynamics taking place during collision and after a few 

femtoseconds is not sensitive to the inclusion of induction within the MM part. This result can be 

understood noting that changes in embedding energy upon irradiation are minor compared to the 

change of energy within the QM region. The electronic excitations caused by collisions with charged 
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particles are more important. The holes created on the water molecules or on the phosphate-sugar 

groups remain at the sites where they have been initially created. A pure charge migration process 

doesn’t seem to be responsible for the quasi-direct effect. We recall that the simulations presented 

therein have been obtained under the fixed nuclear position approximation and within the adiabatic 

approximation. Nuclear motion could impact charge migration processes [47] and open the gate 

toward larger charge transfer. The investigations carried out in this work would deserve to be 

compared lifting this constraint, i.e. by enabling nuclear relaxation on the femtosecond time scale. 

Such simulations will further enable investigating the competition between electron and proton 

transfer within the DNA hydration shell. Such work is underway in our laboratory and will be reported 

in due course.  
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